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Blockchain Voting: A Systematic Literature Review 

Abstract: 

The aim of the thesis is to study blockchain-based voting and its methods. In doing so, it is                  

determined how blockchain-based voting works, which types of voting blockchain technology           

can be used for, and what are the advantages and disadvantages of doing so. A systematic                

literature review is carried out to study and compare different solutions. The purpose of the               

systematic literature review is to identify relevant research papers and use them to find and               

analyze different voting methods that utilize the blockchain. As a result, a framework is              

compiled summarizing the advantages, disadvantages, components, and possible areas of use of            

different solutions. 
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Hääletamine Plokiahelal: Süstemaatiline Kirjanduse Ülevaade 

Lühikokkuvõte: 

Lõputöö eesmärk on uurida plokiahelapõhist hääletamist ja selle meetodeid. Selle käigus tehakse            

kindlaks, kuidas toimib plokiahelapõhine hääletamine, millist tüüpi hääletuste puhul on          

plokiahela tehnoloogiat võimalik kasutada, ning mis on selle eelised ja puudused.           

Plokiahelapõhise hääletamise lahenduste uurimiseks ja võrdlemiseks viiakse läbi süstemaatiline         

kirjanduse ülevaade (ingl systematic literature review). Selle eesmärk on teemakohaste          

teadustööde identifitseerimine ning nende kasutamine plokiahelal põhinevate hääletusmeetodite        

tuvastamiseks ja analüüsimiseks. Töö kokkuvõttena valmib tabel erinevate lahenduste eelistest,          

puudustest, komponentidest ja võimalikest kasutusvaldkondadest. 

Võtmesõnad: 

Plokiahel, elektrooniline hääletamine, e-hääletamine 

CERCS: T120 Süsteemitehnoloogia, arvutitehnoloogia  
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1. Introduction 

 

Voting has always been an important part of expressing one’s views in a democratic society.               

From counting raised hands and filling out paper ballots to casting votes electronically, mankind              

is actively finding ways to improve on a process that was once laborious, unreliable, and prone to                 

errors. Implementing an electronic system for different types of voting events, such as elections              

and general meetings, is perhaps the most clear-cut way to eradicate or lessen the burden of                

counting votes manually and making mistakes in the process. The first country to adopt an               

electronic system for national elections was Estonia [1]. Switzerland and Norway were soon to              

follow, implementing electronic systems for state-wide [2] and council elections [3],           

respectively. 

 

These electronic voting systems have come under close scrutiny by researchers and security             

experts. One of the primary critiques is the secrecy of crucial parts of the source code. For                 

example, the transparency of the Estonian voting system is questionable as the script for posting               

votes has never been made public [4]. Leaked source code of the now discontinued Swiss voting                

system was, however, analyzed by international researchers, who found that it would have been              

entirely possible for someone to replace all the valid ballots with fraudulent ones through a               

cryptographic backdoor [5]. Another critical security risk of these implementations is their            

centralization. This means that they are controlled by a single main entity and have several               

security flaws, such as vulnerability to distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. A DDoS            

attack entails making the system inaccessible to the end user by overloading it with requests [6].                

Moreover, given enough computing power, it might be possible to launch a state-level attack to               

analyze and alter the voting data in all of the aforementioned electronic voting systems. 

 

As a possible solution to the drawbacks of traditional electronic voting, a system based on the                

blockchain technology has been proposed [7]. Blockchain is a distributed ledger managed by a              

peer-to-peer consensus network, which allows its stored data to be transparent, verifiable, and             
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tamper-resistant by nature. The aforementioned benefits and a lack of central authority make it a               

potentially ideal platform for digital voting. [8]  

 

Due to the growing popularity of blockchain technology, there are already multiple proposed             

methods and existing commercial solutions that promise secure voting on the blockchain. For             

example, among the organisations offering blockchain-based services are Kaspersky Lab with           

their election-oriented solution Polys [9], and Nasdaq [10], whose main focus is voting in general               

meetings. However, as of writing this paper, there is no overview of the different processes for                

electronic voting on the blockchain. In light of that, this paper aims to address the main research                 

question of how blockchain technology can be used to enable electronic voting. In order to do so,                 

a systematic literature review is carried out to study different solutions and to find out which                

types of voting blockchain technology can be used for, as well as the advantages and               

disadvantages of doing so. As a result of the literature review, a framework is created comparing                

the different solutions. The resulting overview of blockchain-based voting methods could be            

beneficial to analysts intending to design, develop and implement secure voting systems. 

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a background for blockchain                

technology and other important terms related to the paper. The methodology of carrying out the               

literature review is detailed in chapter 3. Results of the review are described in chapter 4.                

Chapter 5 contains the discussion of results and a framework comparing different            

blockchain-based voting methods. Finally, the work is concluded and summarized in chapter 6. 
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2. Background 

 

In order to fully understand the process of some of the voting solutions described in the                

following chapters, it is necessary to be familiar with some terms and methods related to               

blockchain voting. Smart contracts, SHA-256, and ring signatures are important components of            

specific blockchain-based voting methods described later. As such, a brief background and            

definitions of blockchain technology and the aforementioned terms are provided in the following             

segment. 

 

2.1 Blockchain 

 
The blockchain was invented by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 as a public ledger for a               

cryptocurrency called Bitcoin. It is an ever-growing distributed ledger that consists of records             

that are linked using cryptography. These records are called blocks. Each block contains a              

timestamp, a cryptographic hash of the previous block, and data of the transaction. [11] The               

basic structure of a blockchain is illustrated in figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Blockchain structure. 
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As a characteristic of the blockchain, it is managed by multiple nodes in a peer-to-peer network,                

each of which verify the validity of a transaction before adding it to the blockchain. This kind of                  

decentralization ensures that individuals cannot modify or add invalid blocks to the blockchain             

without reaching a majority consensus on the network. As such, a blockchain can be considered               

secure by design. [12] 

 

Currently, there are three main types of blockchain: public blockchain, private blockchain, and             

consortium blockchain. These blockchain types are characterized as follows: [13] 

Public blockchain has no access restrictions. This means that anyone can read it, write to it by                 

performing transactions, and even become a validator as one of the nodes. This type of               

blockchain is also called a permissionless blockchain. 

Private blockchain has restrictions as to who can read and write to the chain, as well as validate                  

it. It is generally controlled by an organization that aims to limit the access to the blockchain                 

internally. This type of blockchain can also be called a permissioned blockchain. 

Consortium blockchain is another type of permissioned blockchain. However, instead of being            

restricted to use by a single organization, the ownership can be divided among several of them. 

 

The blockchain networks used in some of the voting processes in this paper include Bitcoin,               

Ethereum, and Zcash. 

 

2.2 Smart Contract 

 
Due to its decentralization and each node operating on a consensus algorithm, the blockchain is               

considered an immutable, secure data structure. Ethereum makes use of this property by             

expanding its blockchain with smart contracts [14].  
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Smart contract is a blockchain-based application that processes incoming information.          

Essentially, it is a script deployed on the blockchain that executes automatically as its functions               

are called. As such, it cannot be illegally removed or manipulated once written. This means that                

it can work transparently and autonomously without any external assistance. Many applications            

that would normally require a web server to function can be run through a smart contract instead.                 

[15] 

 

2.3 SHA-256 

 

SHA-256 is a secure hash algorithm that was designed by the National Security Agency (NSA)               

in 2001 and used to secure communications on the federal level. It takes the input of plaintext in                  

any size and encrypts it to a fixed-size 256-bit binary value. It is strictly a one-way function and                  

cannot be decrypted without guessing the input data and running it through the SHA-256              

algorithm to see if the hashed value is a match. Figure 2 illustrates the basic function of the                  

SHA-256 algorithm. [16] 

 

 

Figure 2. Basic function of SHA-256. 

 

2.4 Ring Signature 

 
Ring signature is a type of digital cryptographic signature that is created by a member of a group                  

in which each person has their own key. It is designed in a way that it would be computationally                   
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impractical to find out which of the group members’ keys was used to create it. Ring signatures                 

were originally proposed by Rivest et al. [17] in 2001 as a way to leak a secret. As per their                    

example, they could be used by a high-ranking government official to provide an anonymous              

signature, without revealing which of the government officials signed the message. As the             

identity of an individual cannot be deduced from a ring signature alone, the anonymity it               

provides is a useful property for many appliances, including digital voting. [18] Basic function of               

the ring signature can be seen in figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Ring signature function. 

 

In a ring signature, there is a defined group of individuals, each of which have their own                 

public/private key pairs of (P1, S1), (P2, S2), …, (Pn, Sn). For a user i to sign a message m, they                     

must use their own secret key Si and the public keys of the other group members (m, S i, P 1…P n) .                   

It is then possible to check the validity of the signature by knowing the public keys of the group,                   

but not possible to determine exactly which member signed the message if the private keys of the                 

group are not known. [19]  
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3. Systematic Literature Review 

 

In order to find out how blockchain technology can be used to vote, a systematic literature                

review (SLR) is carried out. Its purpose is to identify relevant research papers and use them to                 

find and compare different solutions for blockchain-based voting. 

 

3.1 Planning the Review 

The SLR follows the guidelines proposed by Kitchenham & Charters [20], who have defined              

three main phases in which to carry out the review: planning, conducting, and reporting.              

Describing the motivation for the review, defining research questions, and developing the review             

protocol are all parts of the first phase. The second phase includes identifying relevant papers,               

making a primary selection of studies, assessing their quality, as well as extracting and              

synthesizing the necessary data. The third phase consists of reporting the findings in a formatted               

and evaluated manner. This section details the first phase of the SLR. 

3.1.1 Motivation for Review 

The main objective of the SLR is to provide a systematic and scientific assessment of how                

blockchain technology can be used to vote. This can be done by identifying studies that describe                

voting on the principle of blockchain and using them to answer the research questions by               

identifying, analyzing and comparing relevant solutions. 

3.1.2. Research Questions 

The purpose for carrying out the review is to answer the main research objective:  

How can blockchain technology be used to enable electronic voting? 

 

In order to identify primary studies where blockchain voting has been applied, the above              

research objective is decomposed into a set of research questions (RQ): 
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RQ1: What are the components of a blockchain-based voting solution? 

RQ2: What kinds of voting can blockchain technology be used for? 

RQ3: What does blockchain-based voting look like? 

RQ4: What are the advantages of blockchain voting over traditional voting? 

RQ5: What are the limitations of blockchain voting? 

3.2. Search Procedure 

In order to find relevant scientific studies, it is necessary to devise a search strategy. To make                 

sure no important papers are missed, it is recommended by several scientific guides [21-23] to               

use a strategy consisting of a primary screening and secondary screening. For the primary search,               

several electronic databases are scoured using search strings. A secondary search is then             

conducted by backward and forward tracing the citations of the papers found in the primary               

screening. List of papers found by scouring the databases are filtered for relevance by using               

selection criteria. 

 

The first step of screening is to carry out a comprehensive search to identify an initial set of                  

relevant studies. To do so in accordance with the guidelines proposed by Kitchenham & Charters               

[20], it is necessary to produce a search string pertaining to the subject matter and apply it to the                   

chosen electronic sources.  

3.2.1. Primary Search 

The terms blockchain and voting are the main keywords derived from the scope of the study.                

Based on these search terms, the following search string can be formulated: “blockchain” AND              

“voting”. The following electronic databases are selected based on the coverage of scientific             

papers in the field of computer science: Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar. The               

previously formulated search string “blockchain” AND “voting” is then applied to the sources             

while all the duplicate results are filtered out. 
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3.2.2. Selection Criteria 

Not all the papers found by using the search string may be relevant to the literature review. The                  

purpose of selection criteria is to identify applicable studies that provide sufficient information to              

address the research questions. It is necessary to develop criteria for both including and              

excluding specific research papers. 

 

Following is a list of criteria developed in relation to the research questions. When looking               

through the research papers found during the search, a specific study is selected if a positive                

answer can be given to all the questions of the inclusion criteria. However, a study will be                 

excluded if it’s possible to provide a positive answer to at least one of the exclusion criteria. 

 

Inclusion criteria (IC): 

IC1: Is the paper within the domain of blockchain and voting? 

IC2: Does the paper propose a voting solution based on blockchain? 

IC3: Is the full text digitally accessible? 

IC4: Is the paper written in English? 

 

Exclusion criteria (EC): 

EC1: Is the paper less than 5 pages long? 

EC2: Is the paper a duplicate? 

 

To be able to answer the previously defined research questions, it is crucial that the papers cover                 

the topics of both blockchain technology and voting. The first inclusion criterion is derived from               

the aforementioned statement. However, a paper cannot be used to study and compare different              

voting solutions if it fails to present at least a conceptual blockchain-based method for voting.               

Thus, the second inclusion criterion is specified. The next two inclusion criteria are developed to               

assure the paper is both digitally accessible and comprehensible to the researcher. If the full               

paper is inaccessible or not written in English, studying it is not possible. For papers to be                 
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considered accessible, they must be freely available online or through the digital sources             

provided by the researcher’s university. The first exclusion criterion sorts out papers that are less               

than 5 pages long as they do not contain enough information for sufficient research. All               

duplicates of previously found studies are excluded with the final exclusion criterion. 

3.2.3. Secondary Search 

Following the primary search and selection process using the inclusion and exclusion criteria, a              

secondary search is performed. This is done by using techniques for backward and forward              

tracing on the confirmed list of relevant papers. During backward tracing, potential new studies              

are identified by going through the list of references in the existing relevant papers. In case of                 

forward tracing, Google Scholar is used to find studies that have previously cited any of the                

existing papers. The inclusion and exclusion criteria defined earlier are once again used to filter               

the papers for relevance and quality. As per the recommendation of Webster & Watson [24], the                

search is concluded when no new relevant papers are discovered. 

 

Figure 4 describes the process of including or excluding studies from the final body in detail.                

The number of papers marked in bold above a particular step signifies the total amount of                

remaining studies before the action below it is taken. The numbers on the lines represent numeric                

change in the amount of relevant studies as a result of the previous action. Following every step                 

of the described search procedure resulted in 29 total papers relevant to the literature review (see                

Appendix A for the list of papers). 
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Figure 4. Process of selecting relevant studies. 

 

3.3. Data Extraction Procedure 

In order to carry out the review, data must be extracted from the relevant papers. To make sure it                   

is done in an unbiased manner, it is recommended [25] to develop an extraction form to base the                  

procedure on. As seen in table 1, two types of data are extracted for each study: Firstly the                  

metadata of the paper, and then the data related to the context of blockchain voting and the                 

research questions proposed earlier. Data is then extracted based on the developed form. 
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Metadata of the Paper Description 

Identifier Unique identification number 

Title Title of the paper 

Authors Authors of the paper 

Year Year of publication 

Type Type of publication 

Citations Number of citations 

Data about the Context of the Study  

Implementation Status of implementation (concept, proof of      

work, commercial solution) 

Voting Type Type of voting the proposed solution can be        

used for 

Blockchain Type Type of blockchain used in the voting       

solution (public, consortium, private) 

Components Components of the proposed voting solution 

Advantages Advantages of the proposed voting solution      

over traditional voting 

Limitations Limitations of the proposed voting solution 

Process Process of the proposed voting solution 

Table 1. Form developed for data extraction. 

 

3.4. Statistics 

Of the 29 papers relevant to the literature review, the number of papers published each year is                 

shown in figure 5. From a single study in 2015 to seven studies related to voting on the                  

blockchain published in 2017 and 2018 each, it is evident that the idea of applying blockchain                

technology to digital voting has gained significant traction in a relatively short amount of time.               
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Furthermore, 12 additional relevant papers published in 2019 display how the topic of             

blockchain voting continues to grow in popularity to this day. 

 

Figure 5. Number of relevant papers by year. 
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4. Results of the Review 

 

Data extracted from the relevant papers found during the search procedure can be used to answer                

the main research objective of the review: “How can blockchain technology be used to enable               

electronic voting?” This is done by answering the further research questions proposed during the              

planning stage:  

RQ1: What are the components of a blockchain-based voting solution? 

RQ2: What kinds of voting can blockchain technology be used for? 

RQ3: What does blockchain-based voting look like? 

RQ4: What are the advantages of blockchain voting over traditional voting? 

RQ5: What are the limitations of blockchain voting? 

 

As such, this section aims to provide an overview of the components, possible voting types,               

process, advantages, and limitations of a blockchain-based voting solution. 

 

4.1. Components of Blockchain-Based Voting Solutions 

According to the taxonomy of electronic voting schemes by Sampigethaya & Poovendran [26],             

digital voting has 4 main phases: preparation phase, registration phase, voting phase, and tallying              

phase. This is illustrated in figure 6. While the components of blockchain-based voting can vary               

with the specific method, they often share some common characteristics and can be categorized              

into these four phases. Following is a discussion of the components typically used in each stage                

of blockchain voting.  
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Figure 6. Stages of an electronic voting scheme. [26] 

 

1. Preparation phase: A decision is made regarding the type of blockchain to be used. This can                 

either be a private blockchain set up for the election or a public blockchain, in which case an                  

existing network, such as Bitcoin or Ethereum is typically used. Whether or not smart contracts               

are used depends largely on this decision [27]. In case of a private blockchain, polling stations                

can be used as nodes [28, 29]. Additionally, some methods include creating a user interface for                

ease of access to the end user [28]. Another component required in this stage would be an                 

administrator who sets up and initializes the voting process [27, 30]. 

2. Registration phase: A registration authority allows users to register to vote and/or verify              

their identity. This phase often includes generating a public/private key pair for the user by               

utilizing a cryptographic algorithm, such as RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman). [31, 32] 

3. Voting phase: Different cryptographic algorithms can also be used to anonymize the votes.              

For example, this can be done using the previously discussed SHA-256 or ring signatures. [31] 

4. Tallying phase: The components used in this phase are generally set up in the previous stages.                 

As an example, tallying can be done by using smart contracts. [27] 

 

4.2. Types of Voting on the Blockchain 

Majority of the reviewed papers propose solutions for elections between several candidates. For             

example, Ayed [28] has designed a blockchain-based voting method with official elections in             
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mind. As mentioned, incorporating blockchain technology to vote is not only possible for             

elections, but also for broader use cases, such as polls or boardroom meetings. One such solution                

is provided by Nasdaq [10]. Koç et al. [27] have also designed a voting system for small-scale                 

polls and elections within the university, such as department chairs, student council elections or              

choosing a rector. To summarize, blockchain technology can be implemented in voting solutions             

for elections and polls of different varieties. These can further be classified by the scale of the                 

voting system to small-scale and large-scale use cases. 

 

4.3. Process of Blockchain-Based Voting 

 

While the specific process of blockchain-based voting is dependent on the solution, it largely              

follows the same phases as outlined for digital voting in figure 6. However, not all of the phases                  

take place within the blockchain as registration generally requires an external system. Among the              

proposed solutions found for voting on the blockchain, there are four that provide a unique               

method of doing so. Remaining papers follow largely the same process with slight to moderate               

modifications. As such, this section focuses on four distinct methods: voting using smart             

contracts [27], using Zcash [33], using cryptographic signatures [31], and finally, a method for              

voting with a custom blockchain system [28], which contains a solution with a different              

blockchain for each candidate. Following is a high-level overview of each of the aforementioned              

methods. 

 

4.3.1. Voting With Smart Contracts 

Koç et al. [27] propose a voting system based on smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain.                

Since deploying smart contracts on the official blockchain is costly, the voting process in              

question is carried out on Rinkeby, an Ethereum test network. The general process is outlined in                

figure 7. To use a test network, users must obtain an official Ethereum wallet and use the settings                  

menu to change the connection to the test network. Rest of the process is described as follows: 
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1. Smart contract is deployed on the Ethereum blockchain, saving the owner of the contract as                

"chairman" and defining structures for voters and candidates, as well as the functions for voting,               

giving the right to vote, and counting votes. The code blocks for each of these can be seen in                   

figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. 

2. Chairman initializes the voting process and gives out voting rights to individuals based on               

their Ethereum wallet codes.  

3. Voters contact the smart contract through a transaction in the Ethereum wallet to vote for their                 

candidate. The smart contract checks if they've already voted, and if not, distributes a vote to                

their favored candidate. Current winning candidate is returned after each vote. The function for              

the winning candidate can also be called once the election is over. 

 

This solution does not provide anonymity as a vote from one wallet to another can be seen by                  

anyone. As such, it should only be used for small-scale polls and elections that are not critical. 

 

 

Figure 7. Process of voting with a smart contract. 
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Figure 7.1. Code block defining structures and variables. [27] 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Code block defining the function of giving voting rights. [27] 

 

 

Figure 7.3. Code block defining the voting function. [27] 
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Figure 7.4. Code block defining the function to return voting results. [27] 

 

4.3.2. Voting With Zcash 

The voting protocol proposed by Tarasov [33] utilizes basic functions offered by the Zcash              

blockchain to create a platform to cast votes. Zcash is chosen as it allows to anonymize the users                  

who participate in an election with its option to pass both private and transparent values during a                 

transaction. Zcash is a cryptocurrency born from the Zerocoin protocol, which was designed to              

obscure the trail of transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain. Takabatake et al. [30] have designed a                

voting process using the Bitcoin blockchain and Zerocoin protocol. However, as the Bitcoin             

community refused the proposal to integrate it into the Bitcoin network, Zerocoin is currently              

incompatible with Bitcoin. [34] Another proposed solution based on Zcash [35] employs            

quadratic voting, which allows for voters to pay in order to cast additional votes for a desired                 

candidate or idea. This means that the resulting outcome is aligned with the intensity of voter                

preferences, rather than simply conforming to the majority vote. The general process of voting              

using Zcash is shown in figure 8 and described as follows. 
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Figure 8. Voting process using Zcash. Based on [33]. 

 
1. User registers for the poll using the registration page provided by the authority. Once the user                 

is verified and registered, an email with a unique link is sent to the voter. The link in question                   

brings the user to a unique election ballot. Given that the voter has provided a valid address of                  

their Zcash wallet, the system sends them a zero coin (ZEC) token to cast their vote. 

2. The voter, after receiving a ZEC token, chooses a preferred candidate and proceeds through a                

legal agreement before the transaction takes place. The system then increments its counters that,              

among others, represent the total number of voters, and sends a ZEC token from the voter to the                  

candidate’s wallet. This serves the purpose of a vote token. 

3. Once voting is concluded, the candidates forward all their ZEC vote tokens received during               

the voting phase to a wallet owned by the voting system. The system wallet tracks its number of                  

tokens before and after each transaction to calculate the number of votes received by the               

candidates. Since the total number of votes cast by the voters is also recorded, the candidates                

cannot be dishonest in the amount of ZEC tokens they send to the system without being                

discovered. 

 

4.3.3. Voting With a Custom Blockchain 

Creating a blockchain for the voting system is also a possibility. Ayed [28] has proposed a voting                 

solution that employs a separate blockchain for each candidate. The votes to specific candidates              
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are added to the corresponding blockchain. As the voting method is designed with official              

elections in mind, there is a node in each voting district. The simplified process is illustrated in                 

figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9. Simplified process of voting with a custom blockchain. Based on [28]. 

 

1. User logs in to the voting system using their credentials. In this case, it is assumed the voter is                    

already registered and their identity has been confirmed by the authorities. If the system is able                

to match the provided credentials with a valid voter, it grants the user a right to vote. 

2. The user is guided to the ballot through a friendly interface, where they must choose a                 

candidate to vote for or leave the ballot empty to cast a protest vote. 

3. Once the vote is casted, the system generates an input consisting of the voter’s identification                

number, full name, and the hash of the previous vote to make sure each input is unique. This                  

information is then encrypted using a one-way hash function, SHA-256. Without knowing the             

input data, it is impossible to reverse engineer it and retrieve the voters’ information. 

4. Once the correct blockchain is chosen according to the selected candidate, the hashed              

information from the previous stage is sent to a node that adds it to the blockchain and links it to                    

the previously cast vote. A simple representation of the blockchain structure can be seen in figure                

9.1. 
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Figure 9.1. Blockchain structure for each candidate. Based on [28]. 

 

4.3.4. Voting With Cryptographic Signatures 

To provide further anonymity to a voter, it is possible to incorporate cryptographic signatures,              

such as ring signatures or blind signatures [36], in the voting scheme. This particular voting               

system based on the Bitcoin network and ring signatures is proposed by Wu [31]. It contains                

three main entities: a registration authority (RA), election authority (EA), and a Bitcoin address              

pool that consists of randomly generated Bitcoin addresses.  

1. During the preparation phase, the election authority (EA) sets up the project and saves its                

Bitcoin wallet address into the system. Candidates authenticate themselves to the registration            

authority (RA) and are each given a unique ID. Addresses for candidates are also initialized               

using the Bitcoin address pool. 

2. Polling stations run by the RA are located in residential areas. Users are registered to vote                 

after they’ve authenticated themselves to the RA with a passport or other means of identification.               

Once registered, a public/private key pair is generated for the voter. The voter must then share                
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the public key with the system and hold onto the private key. Registration is closed on the set                  

deadline and the list of voters’ public keys is saved to the system. 

3. During the voting phase, the system sends all users the list of public keys and candidate IDs,                  

as well as a set amount of Bitcoin for voting. Voters use their private key, chosen candidate’s ID,                  

and the public keys of all voters as components to generate a unique ring signature. This ring                 

signature is hashed using SHA-256, which is then added to the blockchain by sending the fixed                

amount of Bitcoin, hashed signature, and candidate ID to EA’s Bitcoin wallet address. Both              

hashed and unhashed versions of the ring signature are also saved to the system. The process of                 

generating ring signatures is described in figure 10. 

4. In the tallying phase, the system returns all sets of hashed and unhashed ring signatures                

generated by the users. Each transaction’s ring signature validity is verified by the system, and               

each candidate’s vote count is increased by one for every verified transaction that includes their               

ID. If more than one transaction is made from the same address, only the first one is counted.                  

Figure 10.1 depicts the process of voting, validation, and tallying in a voting system with ring                

signatures.  

5. As EA’s wallet transactions and the list of all public keys are publicly readable, every voter                 

can verify their vote using the candidate ID, list of public keys, and the ring signature. 

 

 

Figure 10. Process of generating ring signatures. 
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Figure 10.1. Casting, validating, and tallying votes in a solution with ring signatures. 

 

Table 2 provides a quick overview of the voting methods described in this chapter. In summary,                

the general voting process of these methods is as follows. First, the voting system is set up on the                   

blockchain. The users are then authenticated and given voting rights. This is followed by the user                

making a selection of a proposal or candidate and casting a vote. How exactly the vote is cast                  

depends on the particular solution: this might be done by adding the encrypted vote to the custom                 

blockchain [28], transferring a cryptographic signature to the election authority [31], transferring            

a vote token to the candidate [33], or calling the voting function of a smart contract [27]. In all                   

cases, this stage incorporates blockchain technology. The votes are then validated, counted by             

the system, and may be verified by anyone who wishes to do so by acquiring a copy of the                   

blockchain.  
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Name Description Reference 

Voting With Smart 

Contracts 

Smart contract is deployed on the Ethereum blockchain with         

functions for voting, giving voting rights, and counting votes.         

Voting rights are given based on Ethereum wallet codes.         

Voters contact the smart contract through a transaction on         

the Ethereum wallet to cast votes. Smart contract counts         

votes and returns the winning candidate. 

[27, 37-45] 

Voting With Zcash 

Voters are led to a unique voting ballot after registering and           

providing a Zcash wallet address. Voting system sends a vote          

token (ZEC) to the valid users, which they can then use to            

vote by transferring it to a candidate's Zcash wallet. Once          

voting is concluded, candidates send all their Zcash tokens to          

the voting system's wallet, which counts the number of         

votes received by each candidate. 

[30, 33, 35, 46] 

Voting With a 

Custom Blockchain 

In the example, a separate blockchain is initialized for each          

candidate. Voters log into the voting system and valid users          

are granted a right to vote. Voters are then guided to a            

ballot where they choose a candidate and cast their vote.          

Voter’s identification number, full name, and the hash of the          

previous vote are encrypted and added to the blockchain of          

the desired candidate. The hashed vote is linked to the          

previously cast vote on the blockchain. 

[28, 29, 47-51] 

Voting With 

Cryptographic 

Signatures 

Voters authenticate themselves to the registration authority       

and are provided a public/private key pair while all the          

voters' public keys are saved to the system. Voters use          

information related to their identity and the chosen        

candidate to generate a unique cryptographic signature. The        

signature is transferred to the voting system's Bitcoin wallet         

address along with the candidate's ID to cast a vote. All           

transfers are verified by the system and each candidate's         

vote count is increased by one for every valid vote cast for            

them. 

[31, 36, 52-57] 

Table 2. Overview of the blockchain-based voting solutions. 
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4.4. Advantages and Limitations of Blockchain Voting 

Since blockchain operates on a peer-to-peer network without being controlled by a central             

authority, it is considered transparent and secure to attacks that target the central point of a                

system. Additionally, this means there is no need to trust a single authority to verify that the                 

transactions are correct. These characteristics of a decentralized network allow introducing           

further democratic processes to electronic voting. [32] 

 

In addition to being reliable and efficient for avoiding manual errors when checking forms,              

storing votes on the blockchain prevents existing data from being tampered with. [29] This also               

means that in case a blockchain-based voting solution uses components such as smart contracts,              

they cannot be illegally removed or manipulated once written. Hence, they can work properly,              

autonomously and transparently without any external assistance. [15]  

 

Furthermore, results of voting can be verified by external auditors by obtaining a copy of the                

blockchain and checking that the votes in it are legitimate and that there are no duplicates. It is                  

then possible to count the verified votes and compare the results with the official tally. [32] 

 

Even though the blockchain technology offers many advantages for a digital voting system, there              

are some properties that cannot be addressed solely by using the blockchain. For example,              

authentication of voters on a personal level requires the integration of an external system or               

additional mechanisms, such as implementing biometric factors [58].  

 

As an administrator is required for setting up and initializing the voting process on the               

blockchain, problems may arise when said administrator is untrustworthy. In some cases, it             

might be possible to falsify votes by creating new blockchain addresses if the administrator              

makes sure the added number of ballots doesn’t overflow the total number of possible votes. To                

discourage this, a fee per vote could be introduced to make the attack less cost-effective. [53] 
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There is also an issue with scalability for the major known blockchain networks. Each              

transaction on Bitcoin supports storing up to 80 bytes of arbitrary data, with a maximum of 7                 

transactions allowed to be made per second. Moreover, Ethereum measures its operations and             

storage using a metric called “gas”, and the gas that can be consumed by the users is limited. As                   

such, these blockchains may not be able to support deploying voting systems for elections on the                

national scale. [59] 
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5. Discussion 

 

This chapter provides an overview of the proposed voting solutions without making any             

modifications to their design. The results of the literature review are concluded in a framework               

that allows for interested parties to quickly find research papers relevant to their chosen voting               

method. For example, the framework could be used by analysts to find research material to assist                

them in designing, developing and implementing secure voting systems. General contents of the             

table, as well as the process of using the framework to find relevant studies are also explained.  

 

5.1. Framework for Blockchain Based Voting 

 

Framework providing an overview of all the proposed voting methods can be seen in table 3. To                 

make it as simple as possible to select a blockchain-based voting solution while covering all the                

necessary bases, the papers are categorized by their voting types, blockchain types, methods,             

advantages, limitations, and references. Columns chosen to describe the solutions are explained            

as follows. Voting type allows the reader to find relevant papers based on the scale and type of                  

use case they wish to implement a voting method for. These include polls and elections classified                

into small and large-scale voting cases, depending on which types of voting the particular              

solution supports. Blockchain type used in the implementations is either public or private. The              

method column denotes one of the four main methods that provide an overview for the general                

process of a blockchain voting solution. These are described in the previous chapter and include               

voting with smart contracts, Zcash, custom blockchain, and cryptographic signature. In addition            

to the general properties of blockchain voting, the advantages and limitations of particular voting              

methods are also included in the framework. Finally, the reference column provides reference             

numbers for studies conforming to the aforementioned properties. This makes it simple to             

identify papers relevant to specific voting methods correctly and efficiently. 
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Voting 
Type 

Blockchain 
Type 

Method Advantages Limitations Reference 

Small-scale 
polls and 
elections 

Public 

Smart 
Contract 

Smart contracts cannot be 
(illegally) removed nor 
manipulated once written. 
Ethereum network is able to 
provide self-tallying. All 
transactions can be run 
asynchronously. 

Difficult to make updates 
once the smart contracts are 
deployed. Code executes 
slower in smart contracts 
than in servers. Accessing 
external data requires 
external code. 

[27, 39, 
40, 42, 

43] 

Small to 
large-scale 
polls and 
elections 

Private 

On a private test network the 
initial block difficulty can be 
adjusted so that blocks can be 
produced in less time. 

More difficult to set up as it 
includes building a private 
Ethereum test network. 

[37, 38, 
41, 44, 

45] 

Small-scale 
elections 

Public Zcash 

ZCash allows for anonymization 
of the identities of the voters. 
The underlying ZCash protocol 
inherently ensures that every 
vote is valid and no same vote 
can be cast twice. 

Zcash might be more 
vulnerable to attacks than 
Bitcoin or Ethereum. Since 
the target platform of the 
protocol would be user’s end 
devices, there’s a possibility 
of the voting machine being 
compromised. 

[30, 33, 
46] 

Small-scale 
polls and 
elections 

This method employs quadratic 
voting, which allows for voters 
to pay in order to cast additional 
votes for a desired candidate or 
idea. Thus, the resulting 
outcome is aligned with the 
intensity of voter preferences. 

[35] 

Small to 
large-scale 
elections 

Private 
Custom 

Blockchain 

New blocks can be created in a 
custom blockchain almost 
momentaneously. More realistic 
for large-scale elections as it can 
be set up specifically to 
accommodate them. 

With fewer nodes than in 
public networks, it might be 
easier to attack the entire 
blockchain. 

[28, 29, 
47-51] 

Small-scale 
polls and 
elections 

Public 

Cryptographic 
Signature 

In case of using digital 
signatures, it is difficult for the 
voter to prove how they voted. 
As such, a potential coercer 
cannot cooperate with the 
voter. 

If voting authority is corrupt, 
it might be possible to falsify 
votes by generating extra 
signatures. 

[31, 52, 
54-57] 

Small to 
large-scale 
polls and 
elections 

Private [36, 53] 

Table 3. Framework of voting solutions based on blockchain technology. 
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Figure 11 illustrates the process of finding relevant papers by using the framework. First, the               

reader should have a voting type in mind that they wish to implement a voting system for. As                  

such, it is efficient to start from the first column and identify which rows are relevant to that                  

particular use case. The next useful step for the reader is to take a look at the advantages and                   

limitations pertaining to these rows in order to decide which important properties their voting              

solution is going to include. They can then follow the chosen rows to find out the suitable voting                  

methods and, if applicable, decide whether to implement a public or private blockchain for the               

solution. The general process of possible voting methods can be seen in chapter 4.3 of the thesis                 

and references to the full papers can be located in the references column of the framework. 

 

 

Figure 11. Process of using the framework to find relevant papers. 
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6. Conclusion 

 

The aim of the thesis was to address the main research question of how blockchain technology                

can be used to enable secure electronic voting. This was done by carrying out a systematic                

literature review. By doing so, it was found that blockchain voting can be used for both polls and                  

elections of various scales. Four main methods were identified to provide a general overview of a                

blockchain-based voting process, including voting with smart contracts, Zcash, custom          

blockchain, and cryptographic signatures. The advantages and limitations of blockchain voting           

were also determined. As a result of the literature review, a framework was created providing an                

overview along with references for different blockchain-based solutions. The resulting          

framework could be beneficial to someone intending to design, develop and implement secure             

voting systems as it provides a way of finding relevant studies quickly and efficiently. 

 

Future work can be done by identifying additional papers that provide recent solutions for using               

blockchain technology in a voting system. The data from these additional papers can then be               

extracted, analyzed, and used to improve the existing framework. In this way, the framework can               

always stay functional and up to date for as long as it is maintained. 
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